Study on diagonal hammer of three kind metals composite casting with block protecting handle
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Abstract: Hammer crusher is widely used in cement, ceramic, mining and electricity other industries, hammer head is one of important parts in crusher, its abrasion performance directly affects the service life of hammer crusher and economic cost. According to bimetal composite hammer head is often appear "Hammer handle wear and tear", "Composite difficult" and the set of casting alloy block hammer head set piece of "come off" phenomenon, which design a set piece type bimetal composite casting straight diagonal hammer, make full use of high chromium cast iron wear resistance and the toughness of low alloy steel. Design a protect block structure reasonably that solve the hammer when the actual production of composite interface is difficult to control and "the problem of hammer head wear" for use. Solve the problem of hammer head wear actively, achieve "energy saving, emission reduction and environmental protection".
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1 Introduction

Hammer crusher is widely used in cement, metallurgy, mining, coal, building materials, transportation and other industries, mining of the ore is high speed rotating hammer broken into grinding material, the workload is very heavy. Hammer crusher is one of the shortest life and the biggest parts of consumption. And Hammer head basically has single material hammer head, cast in alloy block hammer head, double liquid metal composite hammer head. High manganese steel was made earlier crusher hammers and common one kind of material, but some broken material impact is not strong, the work hardening of high manganese steel can't display, high manganese steel wear fast, short service life and so on problems, and Single material of hammer head can't meet the needs of high toughness and high wear resistance. Cast in alloy block hammer head often set piece of "come off", Bimetal composite hammer head is often appear "Hammer handle wear and tear" and "Composite difficult" phenomenon. According to the above problems, this paper designs a with a piece of straight bevel type hammer handle, with good abrasion resistance of high carbon high chromium steel manufacturing...
handle piece, hammer end work part adopts high wear resistance of high chromium cast iron, hammer handle part adopts good toughness of low alloy steel. Give full play to the material and cast-in superiority, solve the problem of hammer head production and application in [1].

2 Testing materials and methods

2.1 Determine the structure

This paper studies the with a piece of straight bevel type hammer handle, It contains the hammer side and with the hammer handle, hammer side is equipped with right angle trapezoid structure to protect the handle. To protect the handle (as shown in figure 1a) with good abrasion resistance of high carbon high chromium steel and cast in the hammer handle the wear parts. hammer handle (as shown in figure 1b) is good toughness of low alloy steel material, and the hammer end (as shown in figure 1c) is to use high wear resistance of high chromium cast iron material. The study of the hammer head of simple structure, not only solved the "handle" phenomenon, but also solves the caused by the external environment and the level of workers is not enough "composite difficulty" problem. And without affecting the original under the premise of use function, greatly extend the service life of the whole, reduce the maintenance cost and use cost of the enterprise. Straight bevel hammer structure as shown in figure 2 [2].

2.2 Determine the chemical composition of composite materials

In order to make protect the handle piece, side, hammer handle to achieve their ideal abrasion resistance and toughness, in this article, use the high carbon high chromium steel armor handle with better abrasion resistance, and hammer end is high abrasion resistance of high chromium cast iron, the hammer handle is toughness good low alloy steel. According to the needs of the effect of alloy elements and the performance of the belt can be determined to protect the handle of the chemical composition of each place straight diagonal hammer as shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>C (%)</th>
<th>Cr (%)</th>
<th>Mn (%)</th>
<th>Mo (%)</th>
<th>Si (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High chromium cast</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iron</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low alloy steel</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High carbon high chromium steel</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Heat treatment process

This study chooses the wind quenching heat treatment process, the austenitizing temperature heated to 1020 °C, then use the air-filled. Will tempering temperature heated to 230 °C, and continue to air cooling. Research on heat treatment process to observe straight diagonal hammer’s the law of the performance, thus
ensuring a good comprehensive mechanical properties. Heat treatment process curve is shown in figure 3[3].

2.4 Compound technology
First of all, protect the handle piece of the high carbon high chromium material heated to 300°C, put in the cavity and mould assembling, then poured into the low alloy steel liquid, At this point, the liquid steel temperature is about 1580 °C, after a layer of solidified shell in low alloy steel, pouring into around 1550°C high chromium cast iron liquid, through the heat capacity of high chromium cast iron melting low alloy steel solidification. Finally, to obtain the ideal metallurgical bonding[4].

3 Results of the study

3.1 Microstructure observation and analysis

Through the observation of the microstructure, after heat treatment, low alloy steel group is composed of needle martensite and retained austenite. Figure in the dark is needle martensite, bright is residual austenite.

After heat treatment, high carbon high chromium steel constitution as the net eutectic carbide, distribution at the grain boundary and secondary carbide particles evenly distributed in bainite, martensite and retained austenite matrix. In A1 above a certain temperature, of the high carbon high chromium steel constitution convert into austenite, and in the matrix alloy elements diffuse more fully, more uniformity. After cooling, the eutectic carbide network disconnect, most constitution dissolve into matrix; Chromium in the form of secondary carbide precipitation. Therefore, in the matrix, a large number of distribution in the granular secondary carbides[5].

After heat treatment, the organization of high chromium cast iron (Fe, Cr)3C3 carbide, isolated distribution in continuous martensitic matrix. On the matrix, distribute the hexagonal rods and plate strip type M7C3 carbide, thus greatly reduced the continuity of matrix, reducing the degree of damage to the substrate, to improve toughness [6].

3.2 Composite interface bonding zone microstructure characteristics
the hardness of high carbon high chromium steel is about 750HV, the hardness of high chromium cast iron is 950HV. Obviously, the microhardness value is obvious gradient distribution.

4 Benefit analysis

In protecting the handle piece of crusher hammer straight Angle, the main technical indicators are the hardness of high chromium cast iron and low alloy steel, impact toughness and wear resistance and the impact toughness on bimetal hammer. After the wind quenching heat treatment, the hardness of high chromium cast iron is more than 62 HRC, impact toughness for 3~6 J/cm²; The hardness of low alloy steel is 180~250HB, impact toughness is greater than 70 J/cm²; To protect the handle piece of 55 HRC hardness above [9], impact toughness for 6~8 J/cm².

Through installed test showed that protect the handle piece type straight diagonal hammer service life is 3 ~ 5 times of the high manganese steel, The cost of production is the single material of high manganese steel hammer 1.5 times, not only improves the production efficiency, increase the service life of hammer crusher hammer, and for the "energy conservation and emissions reduction, low carbon environmental protection" has made a great contribution. Extended life expectancy and the hammer head replacement cycle, reduce the working strength of workers, a working cycle will save the time for replacing hammer head many times, improve the production efficiency of crusher. To protect the handle piece type straight diagonal hammer schematic diagram and the real figure as shown in figure 7 [10].
**Figure 7** a) straight diagonal hammer handle piece of type b)Real figure

**Conclusions**

1. This article can completely solve the set piece "come off" of casting in alloy block type hammer head, bimetal composite oblique hammer often appear "handle" and "complex difficulties" and so on.
2. Using liquid-liquid composite casting technology, the composite interface routine jagged state, can obtain complete metallurgical bonding of bimetallic interface bonding area; Liquid-solid compound can achieve certain mechanical connection and part of the metallurgical bonding.
3. Through the wind quenching heat treatment process, under the conditions of equal protection of the handle to block the service life of straight bevel hammer, higher than the single material fierce steel hammer head high 3~5 times, abrasion resistance and toughness is improved obviously.
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